References

References for self-correcting word cards activity matching word with its definition:


References for alternative self-correcting word cards activity using mnemonic instruction:


**Web Resources**

**Websites for self-correcting word cards activity matching word with its definition:**

Dictionary.com Flashcards at  
[http://flashcards.dictionary.com/?_utma=1.1857009289.1290627623.1291319695.1291322102.5&_utmb=1.6.9.1291322458125&_utmc=1&_utmex=-&__utmz=110572165](http://flashcards.dictionary.com/?_utma=1.1857009289.1290627623.1291319695.1291322102.5&_utmb=1.6.9.1291322458125&_utmc=1&_utmex=-&__utmz=110572165)

IRIS Center for Training Enhancements at  

See Paulsen’s Case Study Unit Algebra (Part 1): Applying Learning Strategies to Beginning Algebra

**Websites for alternative self-correcting word cards activity using mnemonic instruction:**

[http://www.teachingld.org](http://www.teachingld.org)

[http://itc.gsu.edu/academymodules/a304/support/xpages/a304b0_20600.html](http://itc.gsu.edu/academymodules/a304/support/xpages/a304b0_20600.html)

Scruggs, T.E., & Mastropieri, M. A. Teaching Tutorial: Mnemonic Instruction.  
[www.teachingld.org](http://www.teachingld.org)

[http://www.k8accesscenter.org/training_resources/documents/Mnemonicinstruction-reading-4-20-05_000.pdf](http://www.k8accesscenter.org/training_resources/documents/Mnemonicinstruction-reading-4-20-05_000.pdf) or from  
[http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/resources.html](http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/resources.html)
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